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It is with pleasure that I welcome
you, dear reader, to the latest issue of
Le Mandat, the Community Economic
Development newsletter of Peace Corps
Senegal. Whether you’re a seasoned
volunteer or impatiently waiting for next
month’s Pre-Service Training, there’s
something in here for everyone.
Don’t miss Austin’s Inside CED
piece, where he talks about working with
the Kaolack Chamber of Commerce to
open a local foods store.
Or Tim’s agribusiness article on how
he’s improving local farmers’ incomes by
training them in bookkeeping practices.
Be sure to check out Patrick’s
ecotourism article, in which he discusses
the importance of the industry to
Senegal’s economy, and how he’s actively
working to improve it.
Also, read Kenna’s handicrafts/waste
management article for ideas on how to
transform the ubiquitous plastic bag into
a profitable and beautiful good.
Speaking of waste management, Liz
is doing big things in Velingara; if you

read one piece, it should be this one.
The contributors put a lot of time
into this issue, and for that I cannot
thank them enough. I especially wish
to thank Kenna who, in addition to
contributing an article, graciously
offered her way with words to edit this
issue and give it the polish it deserves.
This issue is more yours than mine.
Finally, I want to thank Greg, who
doesn’t have a credit, but deserves one
for keeping me honest.
I’ll conclude with an unfortunate
truth: our world can sometimes feel like
a yucky place. Between the violence in
Ukraine and ISIS’s barbarism, you might
find yourself wondering, “Where are the
good guys?”
A volunteer’s work is challenging and
not always successful, but they’re here
for a reason. I’m proud of the work they
do and I’m even prouder to call them
my friends and colleagues. So, if you’re
still wondering where the good guys are
hiding, look no further than the next
page.
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INSIDE CED

THE JAMM

Rekker

INGREDIENTS:
•
•
•
•
•

1L Bissap syrup*
1L Ginger syrup*
6L Water
1L Sprite
Diced fruit (apples work well),
may be pre-soaked in gin (4hrs)
• Optional: 4 bottles vodka
(750mL)

CHAMBER CHATTER:

Directions:

1. Mix non-fruit ingredients together in a large bowl (a clean bucket works well) and chill.
2. Add diced fruit immediately prior to consumption if pre-soaked, or 4 hours prior to
consumption if non-soaked, for optimum flavor and texture.

Innovation in Kaolack
TEXT & PHOTOS by: Austin Mueller, Kaolack

A

Local Products Boutique in
the Heart of Kaolack From
the first time I learned about
the sector in training, local food
transformation resonated with me
because I love food. Since I began
working with food transformers
in Kaolack, I’ve been consistently
impressed with their engagement
and desire to learn and innovate.
After a suggestion for mangolime-ginger jam, one local jam
producer has caught the innovation
bug, experimenting with several
completely
new
combination
products, such as hibiscus-guava jam,
hibiscus-ginger syrup, and papayaginger jam.
Despite the quality of the
products produced in Kaolack,
unless you go to Fatou Ba’s
workshop at the back of a building
on the edge of town, or happen
to live next door to Amy Biteye,
4
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*Available at Saloum Store

you probably won’t find them. In interest. Ideally, I wanted to see these
an effort to increase the visibility displays succeed so that we could
of Kaolack products, we called on justify the installation of a proper
our contacts through the Chambre store. After sharing this vision with
de Commerce to assemble quality the SG, he was very keen on the
products created in the region of idea and wanted to start right away.
Through his efforts, we obtained
Kaolack.
In March 2014 I met with the funding for the project and located a
secrétaire générale (SG) of the spot for the store in July 2014.
Kaolack Chambre de Commerce to
As a CED volunteer, I helped
with product testing
discuss ways we could
and product selection,
improve the visibility
developed an excel-based
of these products
computer recordkeeping
and increase sales. I
system, selected and
initially proposed we
trained two women to
talk to local businesses
and
tourist
hubs
run the store, and advised
on product packaging
about installing a local
improvements, stocking
products display where
Amy
Biteye,
and general management
we could market and
Local Producer practices. Once the
sell products to people
passing through the area. I prepared twenty-four GIEs that would be
marketing materials for the products involved in the project were selected,
and the producer groups to gather I began offering them additional
CED February 2015

ad-hoc trainings and one-on-one
sessions to help them better manage
their businesses, using data gathered
from the store. For example, I
identified that unique and original
products generate on average three
times the revenue that duplicate
products do. I then used that
information to encourage groups to
innovate. Meanwhile, the Chambre
de Commerce has been training
unemployed women from outlying
villages in soap making, fabric dying,
and food transformation with the
hope that one day they will have a
product they can sell in the store.
In partnership with the Kaolack
Chambre de Commerce, we would
officially like to welcome you to the
Saloum Store, a boutique of local
products on the Route National in
downtown Kaolack.
The Saloum Store brings the
tastes of the Saloum to you, through
CED February 2015

delicious ready-to-go Ngourbane
soup mix, or artisanal sachets of
bissap or kinkeliba. Saloum Store
also carries a full selection of cereals,
moringa products (the powder is
a nutritional add-in, and the oil can
be used for massage), a plethora of
fruit syrups, jams, and the best tiga
dege (peanut butter) in the Saloum.
The shop also showcases a local
soap made with neem oil (antimosquito) and mbeurbeuf, a plant
with antiseptic properties.
Much has been said about the
local food movement in the US,
but there is also great potential here
in Senegal. At the local level, Peace
Corps Volunteers know that every
FCFA is important. When money
is spent on expensive imported
products, the local economic base
shrinks.
On the other hand, if I purchase
a bag of thiéré lalo from a local

woman producer, the money I spend
circulates at the local level. From
the family farmer who produced the
millet to the rural family gardeners
who produced the vegetables that
afore-mentioned farmer is now able
to buy for his family, everybody wins
and keeps winning until the money
finally exits.
Developing the local economy
begins and ends with meeting local
needs with local products. At Saloum
Store, every FCFA spent on local
products goes directly to the women
who make them, and feeds directly
into their businesses and their
families. Saloum Store also offers the
key ingredients to create Kaolack’s
own local beverage we’re calling The
Jamm Rekker.
Come on by the shop the next
time you come through Kaolack!
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AGRIBUSINESS

AGRIBUSINESS

MASTERING
THE FARM
TEXT & PHOTOS by: Tim Johnson, Mboro

One volunteer’s mission to combine the art of
farming, and the science of record keeping.

A

s CED volunteers, we
often find ourselves facing
a chasm between the value
we find in what we teach and the
value initially seen in it by our
work partners. A prime example
of this discrepancy can be seen in
agricultural recordkeeping. While we
might encourage a farmer to record
his operations, he/she may not see
6
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the connection between writing
down what seems like an awful lot
and his/her personal goals.
If we are to be effective business
mentors, we must find a way merge
our CED activities with farmers’
goals. I was confronted with this
reality at the recent Master Farmer
Summit.
As a major supporter of cross-

LEFT: Tim
Johnson training
farmers in modern
record keeping
methodologies,
RIGHT: Master Farmer,
Cheikh Senghor at
open field day in
Mboro

sectoral work, I decided to attend
the 2014 Master Farmer Summit.
There, I found myself surrounded
by discussions about permaculture,
seed extension, soil stratification,
and tree species. While these are
not topics on which I normally
ruminate, my perspective as a CED
volunteer enabled me to both better
understand the challenges facing
CED February 2015

farmers in Senegal and to make
Additionally, CEDers have a an underperforming employee,
useful contributions to the summit. lot to offer in terms of region/ not providing credit to friends, or
When water woes arose, I listened as site specific market composition turning down a guest during a busy
people shared their funding solutions knowledge. CED volunteers can time of year. These realities of
and technology best practices.
also help farmers make valuable efficiency are difficult but possible to
When concerns were expressed decisions regarding price-setting and overcome. In fact, these challenges
about finding reliable
provide opportunities
workers, I suggested
to introduce CED
an exchange of the
solutions that respond
different wage systems
to
each
farmer’s
being used across the
individual situation.
country. Finally, some
What has worked
people brought up
for me is seeking out
their lack of market
goal-oriented
work
access and linkages. I
partners who view
spoke about the CED
me as a tool to help
approach to this issue
them accomplish their
of strengthening value
goals. Master Farmer
chains. In the end,
Cheikh Senghor trusts
volunteers and Master
the
Peace
Corps
Farmers alike left with
because RPCV Rita
new ideas to test out,
Weiss helped him
and I left with newincrease yields with a
found ag knowledge.
few simple steps. It
But how does my
required an initial trust
“day in the life” ag
investment years ago,
experience tie into my
but to this day, Cheikh
CED work?
continues to trust me
The answer is a
because he finds value
single
compound
in keeping a record
word:
agribusiness.
of his operations. He
In order for a farmer
now knows, seasonto
move
beyond Business advising, whether for a boutique
to-season, how much
subsistence-level
he’s
making
and
or
a
farm,
is
a
CED
specialty,
but
knowing
farming,
proper
how that compares
agriculture techniques how to advise a farmer requires both ag
to last year. He also
(provided by an ag
wants to become
knowledge
and
an
understanding
of
the
volunteer) should be
an entrepreneur by
combined with record farmer’s goals and challenges.
joining a group of
keeping
analysiscitrus
producers
based decision-making (enter CED reinvestment.
together to create a formalized
volunteer).
Despite this help PCVs can business. I believe there are many
Once a farm is linked to a market, provide, multiple constraints hinder others like him in the Master Farm
the goal is to have it run as a farmers’ success in Senegal. First, program, and even more similar
business. Business advising, whether certain opportunities must exist individuals throughout Senegal.
for a boutique or a farm, is a CED such as having a market in proximity By using our understanding of
specialty, but knowing how to advise and people in that market willing to farmers’ challenges and goals to
a farmer requires both ag knowledge pay a fair price. Then, our farming better implement CED practices, we
and an understanding of the farmer’s partners must be willing to make can help Master Farms evolve into
goals and challenges.
difficult business decisions like firing Master Businesses.
CED February 2015
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ECOTOURISM

ECOTOURISM

Planning
Ahead
TEXT & PHOTOS by: Patrick Driscoll, Sokone

As the world’s nations become
more integrated through
globalization, many of its
least-developed countries are
utilizing tourism as a strategy for
promoting economic growth and
poverty alleviation.

E

cotourism has moved to
the forefront of a global
movement thar reflects a
nation’s dedication to low-impact
and small-scale activities as an
alternative to commercial tourism.
The emphasis is on small and
medium-sized enterprises which
allows for profits to go directly to
the local economy as opposed to
large international organizations.
Senegal is no exception, and
with the Peace Corps’ focus
on
strengthening
ecotourism
throughout the country, innovative
solutions to problems and barriers
are being developed. This is why the
Peace Corps aims to work with local
and national-level actors to hold an
ecotourism forum in 2015.
At the end of PST for the March
2014 stage, APCD Amar Sall met
8
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with a small
group of CED
volunteers who
were headed to
sites with heavy
e c o t o u r i s m activity. By the
conclusion of this meeting, these
volunteers were tasked to create a
registry of the ecotourism actors
in and around their respective sites.
Using this registry, the Peace Corps
will invite ministries of tourism,
campement owners, eco-guides, and
other important ecotourism actors
to a national forum. This forum
will address both problems currently
faced by the ecotourism initiative
and the benefits of ecotourism to
local communities.
Ebola has ravaged parts of
Western Africa, and the fear
associated with this terrible virus

Ecovillage guide explaining
the importance of ecofriendly
activities to tourists in Ndem
has hindered Senegal’s tourism and
ecotourism sectors, despite the
fact that Senegal remains largely
unaffected. As Ebola continues
to spread, an increasing number
of potential tourists are canceling
their plans to holiday in Western
Africa and Senegal. To a lesser
extent, new visa requirements, fees,
and paperwork for international
tourists are acting as additional
barriers leading to a drop in tourism
numbers. The forum will address
both of these problems at length
and seek to create a plan to mitigate
against them for the future.
Other topics to be addressed are
CED February 2015

Toubacouta’s
Ile aux Oiseaux
ecotourism’s role in the economic
empowerment of local populations,
innovative
methodologies
for
improved ecotourism, the utilization
of microfinance in ecotourism,
lessons learned from prior programs,
proper usage of ecotourism for
development, and the future of
ecotourism in Senegal. Experts from
around the country will be brought
in to lead discussions, panels, Q&A
sessions and trainings. By the end
CED February 2015

of the event, participants will be
better able to create policies, address
problems, and run local businesses
within the ecotourism sector.
Sokone will house the forum and
the participants due to its current
initiative to bolster its ecotourism
presence and its location in the
beautiful Sine-Saloum Delta. The
forum will be held before the
2015-2016 tourism season begins.
Ideally, it will become an annual

event with the Peace Corps taking
on key leadership roles during its
planning and implementation.
The ecotourism sector can serve
as a significant opportunity to
support development in Senegal. As
one of the four CED niches, PCVs
have the amazing opportunity to be
a part of something that will help
develop Senegal’s economy for years
to come.
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HANDICRAFTS

A

s you cruise down the N3 in the back corner
of a sept-place, an expanse of color-dotted
land parallels you on each side. Squinting a
little, you activate your heat-soaked imagination and
trick yourself into believing you are gliding through a
field of flowers. Thinking again, you see what actually
surrounds you: a colorful forest of discarded plastic
bags. While most plastics can be collected and recycled
in Senegal, plastic bags cannot. Used, discarded and
thrown to the wind, these bags litter Senegal’s many
beautiful landscapes like chalky Necco wafers in a
Halloween candy sack.
Luckily, plastic bags can be recycled in a nontraditional way. After investing a little time into
collection, an entrepreneur can create a well-known,
highly desireable product: the plastic mat. This helps
rid communities of typically non-recyclable trash and
provides an income generating activity. A person does
not need money or many inputs to start making plastic
bag mats.

The Materials
•
•
•
•
•

plastic bags
scissors
an iron
spare fabric
fabric
pins
(or
anything
to
temporarily hold the
braided plastic in
place)

The process

The Business of
Plastic Bags
TEXT & PHOTO by: Kenna Stoneman, Asnde Balla

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

This helps
rid communities
of typically nonrecyclable trash
and provides an
income generating
activity.”

1. Collect or save plastic
bags. Save bags you
have used, solicit
friends and family for
their used bags, or go
outside and collect
yourself. You’ll want
the bags to be as
clean as possible. The
greater the variety
of color in the bags you collect, the more
psychadelic your mat will be.
2. Sort the collected bags. Would you like an
orderly mat comprised of colored rings or
lines? If so, sort bags by color. Or is a confetti
look more your style? Scatter, throw and select
bags at random if this is the case.
3. Cut the bags through the handles down the side

CED February 2015

4.

seems and lay them flat to make strips.
Fold the cut edges inward until the strip is
about two inches wide.
Choose a color to start with, tie three strips
together at the end, and start braiding.
When you near the end of the strips, tie a new
strip to the end of each strip using a square
knot. It is best if the knots are not all tied at the
same part of the strip. (Doing this creates an
awkward bulge in the mat.) Continue braiding.
As the braid forms, loop it into a spiral for a
round mat, or lay it out in a back-and-forth
strip pattern for a rectangular mat. Pin the
braids together.
When the mat has reached its desired size, fuse
the backing on by laying cut plastic bags on the
braided surface, followed by a layer of fabric.
Iron the fabric until the plastic bag backing has
melted into the mat, holding the braids in place.
Remove the pins.
Marvel at and sell (but first take a nap on) your
new, completely recycled mat!

styles

The Midnight Mat: For avid
boutique-goers, this is your mat.
Construct the mat entirely of black
plastic bags.
The Frozen Mat:
Been to
America lately?
Aware of the
Frozen craze sweeping the nation?
Do any shopping at Wal-Mart while
at home? A mat made entirely
of Wal-Mart bags will turn a hot
concrete floor into a blue and white
winter wonderland.
The Ocean Mat: Are you a big
spender? When shopping, do you
often need to spend the extra FCFA
on the big, blue plastic bags that
house smaller bags? If you’re in this
boat, then a nautical theme is just for
you. A blue plastic bag mat will make you feel like
you’re walking on water.
Help turn your community’s plastic baglittered areas into liveabe, frequented locales. Start
collecting, start braiding, and start sharing this handy
craft.
For more mat-making tips and tricks, visit
www.instructables.com
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waste management

Waste management

One
man’s
trash
TEXT & PHOTOS by: Liz Smith, Velingara

How two men (and
a volunteer) in
Velingara are drawing
on their wits to profit
from an unsightly and
hazardous nuisance.

A

from the scorching heat
and blazing sun, one of the
first things to catch a new
Peace Corps Volunteer’s eye is the
trash in Senegal.
Trash is everywhere:
in the
streets, in the rivers, and even in the
air. When a cold drink is purchased
from your local boutique, the bottle
inevitably finds itself discarded on
the ground when finished.
Black
plastic
bags,
candy
wrappers, newspapers, and even old
tires wind up abandoned or burned
in the street.
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Usually the life of trash ends
there, smothering in a heap of
ashes, pawed through by pigs, goats,
cows, and the occasional desperate
persons. But it doesn’t have to end
here. Like others around the world
working in the waste management
industry, we must find a way to turn
this trash into treasure.
In Velingara, my counterpart,
Amadou Balde, is doing just that.
Although he already runs a waste
management business for household
trash, he has taken it upon himself
to expand his operation into plastic

recycling. In addition to Amadou’s
GIE, Laabine Naftora Doonñaaji,
another waste management business,
GIE Laballe Benguyere operated by
Moussa Sow, joined the process to
start a plastic recycling project.
Inspired by the Louga Plastic
Project, Amadou, Moussa, and three
other group members began making
plans for a plastic-free Velingara.
Our group started by conducting
a feasibility study to determine
if this project was a good idea.
After researching a couple buyers,
we determined that we could sell
CED February 2015

community members. A small field
next to Amadou’s house will act as
the base of our operation where
collection and transformation will
take place. As we begin to collect
plastic, ProPlast will hold a training
for group members on washing,
sorting, and chopping plastics.
our plastics to ProPlast in Thies. Afterward, we hope to collect our
Conversations with the managers at first five tons of plastic and send it
ProPlast then
up to Thies.
led us to set
In
our
“A small field next
our price for
conferences
to Amadou’s house
buying plastic
with ProPlast,
in
Velingara
we
discussed
will act as the base
and reselling it
having ProPlast
of our operation
send a truck
in Thies.
Each GIE
to Velingara to
where collection and
will contribute
collect a load
transformation
will
the
start-up
of
plastics.
capital
for
Unfortunately,
take place.”
the
project
this
would
before we begin buying plastic from significantly lower our profit
CED February 2015

because Velingara is so far from
Thies. Luckily for us, large trucks
come to Kolda full, but often travel
back to Dakar empty. Thanks to
this circumstance, we are able to
receive a discounted rate for the
transportation of our plastic. In
doing so, we decrease our expenses
and increase our profits.
Although this project is still in
the initial phases of its life, I have
high hopes for our progress. Two
waste management GIEs saw an
opportunity in the community to
generate income and are partnering
together to implement this project.
It is our goal to continue to make
Velingara a cleaner, healthier, and
more pleasant place to live.
Amadou and Moussa are the type
of entrepreneurs Senegal needs, men
who look at trash and see a treasure.
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National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and
Responses to Terrorism (a Department of Homeland
Security Center of Excellence). There, because of my
language skills and Peace Corps experience, I was put
on a team that studied trafficking routes in Africa and
Europe. It was a great experience, and I was able to
learn how wildlife trafficking in Africa funds terrorist
and insurgent groups, such as al-Shabaab.
I am currently working at a boutique consulting

firm in DC where my knowledge of West Africa and
language skills contribute to my work. The Security
Studies Program at Georgetown is supportive of
students that are working full-time while taking classes,
so I have gone down to part-time in my program and
will graduate in August 2015. This coming semester I
will take classes on cyberspace as well as work on my
master’s thesis, and this summer I am hoping to take a
class on conflict termination.

Calendar
First Quarter

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Monica Schager, CED RPCV 2011-2013
PHOTO:
Monica
Schager
and Joe
Giraud
at their
favorite
DC
restaurant

After COS-ing in June 2013, I immediately
started graduate school at Georgetown
University’s School of Foreign Service. However,
as opposed to getting my master’s degree in
international development, which is what I
had expected to do when I initially joined
Peace Corps, I decided to pursue a degree in
security studies, concentrating in terrorism and
sub-state violence. After being in West Africa
during the crises in Mali, Niger, and Mauritania,

Many of the students in my program come
from military or intelligence backgrounds, so
my experiences as a Peace Corps Volunteer are
always appreciated in class discussions. This past
semester I took a class on violent non-state actors,
and learned that one of my good friends from
that class was actually also an RPCV (Guatemala).
It was great working on a project with him that
we will get to present to the Commissioner of
U.S. Customs and Border Protection this January

“I firmly believe that security is a precursor to development,
which is why I decided to focus on international security as a
career.”
I firmly believe that security is a precursor to
development, which is why I decided to focus on
international security as a career.
This past year, I have taken classes on subSaharan Africa in a strategic context, the
international arms trade, and stability operations.
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2015.
In addition to my classes, I have also had the
chance to get some great professional experience
in the Washington, DC area. During my first
year, I had the opportunity to intern at both
the House Armed Services Committee and the
CED February 2015

February 13-15
West Africa Invitational Softball Tournament—Dakar
February 16
President’s Day (U.S.)—Peace Corps office closed
March 1-May 8
HE/CED 2015 PST—Thies Training Center
April 4
Senegalese Independence Day—Peace Corps office closed
April 21
Easter Monday—Peace Corps office closed
May 1
International Labor Day—Peace Corps office closed
May 26
Memorial Day (U.S.) —Peace Corps office closed
May 29
Ascension—Peace Corps office closed

CED February 2015
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